The noisy short utterance is polluted by noise and corpus is less, so the recognition rate significantly decreased. For improving recognition rate, we proposed the dual information quality discrimination algorithm to classify the speech frames: one is differences detection and discrimination algorithm (DDADA) 
Introduction
After years of research, the field of speaker recognition has made a lot of research achievements [1] [2] . At present, the rate of speaker recognition under laboratory environment (clean speech) has a very high. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients MFCC and universal background model UBM is widely used, document [3] extends the application of UBM model in noisy environment. Joint factor analysis (JFA) technology recently proposed by Kenny has opened up a new direction for the study of speaker recognition under channel mismatch, on the basis of this, Dehak proposed the concept of I-vector (Identity Vector, I-Vector) [4] , the speech differences is represented in a low dimensional space. Vogt applied JFA and I-vector technology to speaker recognition of short utterance, based on Kenny [5] .
In the real environment, separation of clean speech and background noise and accurate judgment of speech frames based on their quality, are helpful to improve the speaker recognition rate of noisy short utterance. Document [6] uses all kinds of methods to get noise spectral and pure speech spectral, and classify them, and then compare these methods. All of these methods first estimated noise spectral, and then estimated pure speech spectral based on spectral subtraction, finally classified speech frames. But if the noise is nonstationary, the recognition rate of these methods is bad. through an auditory filterbank, which resembles the frequency resolution of the human auditory system, after that the number of spectral components reduces and we can get an auditory power spectrum the auditory filterbank are equally distributed on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale using a spacing of 1 ERB between 80Hz and 5000Hz. The set of triangular auditory filter weights is computed as
After that, we get T-F representation, the auditory power spectrum is loudness compressed by raising it to the power of 0.33 to obtain the spectral features which are used for recognition [6] .
, ,
The value of LC determines the classification results of speech frames [13] .
Differences Detection and Discrimination Algorithm (DDADA)
Short-time energy is often used for evaluating speech frame quality, because it is the most intuitive and easier calculate, but the performance decline in low SNR, in this paper differences detecting and discrimination algorithm is proposed, the algorithm has better robustness in low signal-to-noise.
Every frame of the input signal must get its energy spectrum through the FFT. The description of the algorithm for speech signal based on two assumptions: (1) the speech signal is stable; (2) the spectral energy of each FFT dot obeys Gauss distribution. Therefore, use a Multi-dimension 138
Due to the background noise of speech are complicated, and the characteristics of noise environment have no prior knowledge , at the same time speech recognition must satisfy the real-time requirement, too long time does not permit, to reserve certain frames as pure speech before testing, used to initialize the detection model. After that, according to the detection model calculate the similarity evaluation of each frame of speech. If the spectrum features of input frame is similar to pure speech, the similarity evaluation of the frame is higher, otherwise, is lower. Evaluation of each frame of the input signal can be expressed as:
In actual calculation, use the formula (10) to instead of (9).
Where,
, , , ,
is the energy spectrum vector of the current frame, the evaluation value is an important feature to differentiate the quality of speech frames.
Several frame reserved is used to initialize the detection model, in order to make detection model better react statistical characteristics of pure speech information, determine the quality of speech frames when detecting the voice signal endpoint. If the analysis result show the current frame is low quality, then the frame is classified to low quality class. If the analysis result shows the current frame is high quality, then the frame is classified to high quality class, and uses the energy spectrum of the current frame to update the detection model. The update process is an iterative process, which makes the detection model be more close to the pure speech model. The update process can be expressed as: 
   

（15）
In the two-stage classification model, feature vectors x is classified into two sub vectors, which are reliable R and unreliable U . In the process of identification, the two sets are used for speaker recognition respectively. Reliable R is used directly to estimate the similarity score of the speaker  . We assume that unreliable components are polluted by additive noise, but they do contain information about the maximum energy of the target speech component, so deal with them for recognition. 
Spectral features are computed using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) on a frame-by-frame basis. The signal is transformed into overlapping segments and the N-point STFT is computed as 
Differences Detection and Discrimination Algorithm (DDADA)
Every frame of the input signal must get its energy spectrum through the FFT. The description of the algorithm for speech signal based on two assumptions: (1) the speech signal is stable; (2) the spectral energy of each FFT dot obeys Gauss distribution. Therefore, use a Multi-dimension Gauss distribution   , S   to describe the spectral character of speech signal. Among them,  is the mean vector of voice frame energy,  is the covariance matrix. In order to reduce the computation cost, assumed  to be diagonal matrix, the speech model can be expressed as   , , , ,
The background noise of speech are complicated and the characteristics of noise environment have no prior knowledge , at the same time speech recognition must satisfy the real-time requirement, too long time does not be permitted, so reserve first certain frames as pure speech before testing, being used to initialize the detection model. After that, according to the detection model calculate the similarity evaluation of each frame of speech. If the spectrum features of input frame is similar to pure speech, the similarity evaluation of the frame is higher, otherwise, is lower. Evaluation of each frame of the input signal can be expressed as:
In actual calculation, use the formula (4) to instead of (3).
is the energy spectrum vector of the current frame, the evaluation value is an important feature to differentiate the quality of speech frames. Several frame reserved is used to initialize the detection model, in order to make detection model better react statistical characteristics of pure speech information, determine the quality of speech frames in detecting the voice signal endpoint. If the analysis result show the current frame is low quality, then the frame is discarded, if the analysis result shows the current frame is high quality, and then uses the energy spectrum of the current frame to update the detection model. The update process is an iterative process, which makes the detection model be more close to the pure speech model. The update process can be expressed as:
Experiments and Results
Speech Database and Noise
The speech database is the TIMIT speech database, the sampling rate is 16 KHz, mono recording, 16Bit quantification, including 630 speakers, contains two subdirectories; Train directory and Test directory. Each directory contains 8 folders from Dr1 to Dr8, the eight folders represent eight different dialects of English, each speaker read 10 statements, and the length of each sentence is about 3 seconds.
Experimental samples were obtained from TIMIT speech database added noise, we used 300 speakers of them; the training corpus taken from the first sentence of each speaker, the length is about 3 seconds; the test data taken from each speaker's tenth words, it is about 2 seconds. The complex noise under battlefield environment is added to each speech according to different SNR. Table 1 shows that NMF-SNRDA discrimination algorithm can make the best recognition performance. Table 2 and table 3 show that combining all kinds of methods with GMM-UBM three-stage classification model can improve the speaker recognition rate in different SNR, comparing with combining all kinds of methods with GMM-UBM two-stage classification model. NMF-SNRDA+DDADA can get the highest recognition rate in all kinds of methods.
Research on the Dual Information Quality Discrimination Algorithm
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